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Abstract

Stress and cannabis use are risk factors for the development of psychosis. We have

previously shown that subjects at clinical high risk for psychosis (CHR) exhibit a

higher striatal dopamine response to stress compared with healthy volunteers

(HV), with chronic cannabis use blunting this response. However, it is unknown if

this abnormal dopamine response extends to the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Here,

we investigated dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) and medial PFC (mPFC) dopamine

release using [11C]FLB457 positron emission tomography (PET) and a validated

stress task. Thirty�three participants completed two PET scans (14 CHR without

cannabis use, eight CHR regular cannabis users [CHR�CUs] and 11 HV) while

performing a Sensory Motor Control Task (control scan) and the Montreal Imaging

Stress Task (stress scan). Stress�induced dopamine release (̀BPND) was defined as

percent change in D2/3 receptor binding potential between both scans using a

novel correction for injected mass of [11C]FLB457. ̀BPND was significantly

different between groups in mPFC ( F (2,30) = 5.40, .010), with CHR�CUs exhibiting

lower ̀BPND compared with CHR (.008). Similarly, salivary cortisol response

(̀AUCI) was significantly lower in CHR�CU compared with CHR ( F (2,29) = 5.08,

.013; post hoc .018) and positively associated with ̀BPND. Furthermore,

CHR�CUs had higher attenuated psychotic symptoms than CHR following the

stress task, which were negatively associated with ̀BPND. Length of cannabis use

was negatively associated with ̀BPND in mPFC when controlling for current canna-

bis use. Given the global trend to legalize cannabis, this study is important as it

highlights the effects of regular cannabis use on cortical dopamine function in

high�risk youth.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cannabis is one of the most widely used recreational drugs world-

wide1 and the most commonly used illicit drug in patients on the

psychosis spectrum including those with schizophrenia2 and those at

elevated risk.3 Longitudinal studies link cannabis use to a significantly

increased risk of subsequent development of psychotic symptoms or

psychotic illness (recently reviewed by Murray et al4). A recent
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meta�analysis found a dose�response relationship between higher can-

nabis use and increased risk for schizophrenia. The reported median

odds ratio for the risk of schizophrenia and other psychosis�related

outcomes for any cannabis use was 1.97, whereas the odds ratio

was 3.90 among the heaviest users.5 Further, psychotic patients using

cannabis have earlier illness onset than non�users.6 However, little is

known about the effects of cannabis on brain neurochemistry, and

specifically about its impact on dopamine neurotransmission, which

is important as schizophrenia presents with abnormal dopamine

synthesis and release in striatal regions (recently reviewed by

Weinstein et al7).

Drugs of abuse such as cocaine, amphetamine, methamphetamine,

and alcohol are associated with decreased striatal dopamine release

when used regularly.8,9 This has also been reported for individuals

with cannabis dependence showing blunted dopamine release in stria-

tum upon amphetamine challenge compared with non�users10 and for

cannabis abusers showing a blunted dopamine response in striatum

after methylphenidate challenge compared with non�users11 (but see

also Mizrahi et al12; Urban et al13). Moreover, cannabis users at clinical

high risk for psychosis (CHR) had lower stress�induced striatal dopa-

mine release as compared with non�users, which was associated at

trend level with the age of onset of cannabis use in associative

striatum.14

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is well known for its crucial role in

planning, controlling, and directing behaviour in response to changing

environmental demands. While the medial PFC (mPFC) is extensively

connected to subcortical regions that generate emotional responses

such as amygdala and hypothalamus, the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) is

connected with sensory and motor cortices and is a key region to reg-

ulate cognitive demand.15 Cannabis use is associated with deficits in

both emotional processing16 and neurocognitive function (recently

reviewed by Volkow et al17), consistent with observations in patients

with schizophrenia.18 Cognitive deficits in patients with first episode

psychosis were further linked to a reduction in prefrontocortical dopa-

mine release in response to an amphetamine challenge.19 Although

our recent study reported no difference in prefrontocortical dopamine

release in response to a stress challenge between patients with schizo-

phrenia, CHR participants, and healthy volunteers (HV), we found that

patients with schizophrenia had a disrupted PFC dopamine�stress

response.20 Furthermore, we observed that CHR participants with

higher distress and anxiety exhibited lower mPFC and dlPFC dopa-

mine release.20

To date, no study examined the effect of regular cannabis use on

cortical dopamine transmission in subjects at risk for developing psy-

chosis such as CHR. Therefore, the present study aimed to examine

mPFC and dlPFC dopamine release in response to a psychosocial

stress task in CHR with and without regular cannabis use and HV

using a validated two�scan paradigm with [11C]FLB457 positron emis-

sion tomography (PET). We hypothesized a lower PFC dopamine

release in CHR using cannabis as compared with non�users.

Furthermore, we explored the relationship between stress�induced

PFC dopamine release and salivary cortisol response, attenuated psy-

chotic symptoms, cognition, and pattern of cannabis use.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Participants

Thirty�six participants were initially enrolled and scanned (72 [11C]

FLB457 PET scans), comprising 23 individuals at CHR—14

without concurrent cannabis use (referred as CHR) and nine with

concurrent cannabis use (referred as CHR�CU)—and 13 matched

HV. One HV and one CHR�CU were excluded from the analysis

because of excessive head motion that could not be corrected. The

samples of HV and CHR without cannabis use included in this study

were previously reported20 except one HV (age 38) who

was removed from this analysis to better age�match the clinical

groups.

To be eligible, all CHR individuals had to meet the following

criteria: fulfillment of diagnostic criteria for prodromal syndrome as

per the Criteria of Prodromal Syndromes (COPS)21 without sub-

stance use disorder (except cannabis in the CHR�CU group), as

determined with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM�5

(SCID�5)22 and no history of or current treatment with antipsychotic

medication (antipsychotic�naïve). Additional inclusion criteria for

CHR�CU were regular cannabis use with a history of at least three

times weekly for at least 2 months or meeting DSM�5 criteria for

cannabis use disorder22 and positive drug screen for cannabis both

at screening and on days of the PET scan. Furthermore, participants

were asked not to use cannabis for 12 hours (overnight) prior to

scanning to avoid being “high” during the stress task. HV did not

meet criteria for any prodromal syndrome, had any history of psychi-

atric illness, recreational cannabis use (up to five times lifetime) or

psychoactive drug use, and had no first�degree relative with a major

mental disorder. Furthermore, HV and CHR were only eligible for

enrolment with a negative urine drug screen for cannabis at the

baseline visit.

Participants were excluded for any of the following: pregnancy or

currently breastfeeding, clinically significant medical illness, and the

presence of metal implants precluding a magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) scan.

The clinical status and severity of symptoms were assessed

using the Structured Interview for Psychosis�risk Syndromes (SIPS)

and the Scale of Psychosis�risk Symptoms (SOPS).21 Psychiatric

status and brief drug history were assessed retrospectively with

the SCID�5. A more detailed cannabis use pattern was assessed in

CHR�CU only using a semistructured interview after confirming

cannabis use with a urine drug test. Cognitive function was assessed

using the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of

Neuropsychological Status (RBANS) validated for investigating differ-

ent cognitive domains in schizophrenia�related disorders such as

immediate and delayed memory, visual�spatial abilities, verbal flu-

ency, and attention.

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Board at the

Centre for Addiction and Mental Health in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects provided written informed con-

sent after being informed of all study procedures.
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2.2 Montreal Imaging Stress Task

Psychological stress was induced using the Montreal Imaging Stress

Task (referred to as “stress”),23 which has been used and validated

in various functional MRI and PET studies.20,23-25 In brief, subjects

perform mental arithmetic presented on a computer screen that also

displays information about the total number of errors, expected aver-

age number of errors, time spent on the current problem, and perfor-

mance feedback for each problem (correct, incorrect, and time out).

All subjects completed six blocks of arithmetic, each approximately

6 minutes in length, while lying in the scanner. The time constraint

was adjusted individually to be slightly beyond each subject's abilities

by adjusting each block dependent on the performance in the previ-

ous block. Because of this manipulation of the difficulty level, the

average performance was set at 20% to 30% correct answers.

Additionally, participants were given negative verbal feedback

between each block, telling them that they need to improve their

performance in order to reach minimum performance requirements.

On a separate day before the stress session, participants were

scanned while performing a Sensory Motor Control Task (referred

to as “control”), using similar arithmetic but without any time con-

straints or negative verbal feedback. The control scan was always

performed first, to avoid any residual effects of the stress task. In

all experiments, the control or stress task was started about 6 to 8

minutes before tracer injection. The control task was also adminis-

tered as a practice trial on a separate day before the PET experi-

ments, to reduce novelty effects.

After each PET scan session, participants' subjective perception of

stress was assessed by an abridged version (eight items) of the State

Anxiety Questionnaire (SAQ).25 Further, subjects' attenuated psy-

chotic symptoms were evaluated before and after each scan session

using an abridged SOPS version.

2.3 Physiological measures

Saliva samples were collected every 15 minutes throughout the PET

scanning session (six samples total) to evaluate the physiological

response to the stress paradigm, starting 15 minutes before tracer

injection and 9 minutes before the arithmetic task started.

Saliva�derived cortisol was analysed using a time�resolved fluores-

cence immunoassay, and the normalized area under the curve (AUCI)

(g/dL/min) was calculated for each subject and each PET scan session

as described elsewhere.26 Normalization to time point 1 was chosen

due to differences in the scan time (between 9.00 AM and 4.30 PM)

as cortisol levels fluctuate over the course of the day. Change in

AUCI (̀AUCI) between control and stress task was defined as ̀AUCI =

AUCI Stress − AUCI Control. For further details, see (Schifani et al20).

2.4 Image acquisition and reconstruction

Image acquisition and reconstruction were described in detail

before.20 In brief, every subject underwent a MRI scan to acquire a

proton density�weighted image, used for delineation of individual

regions of interest (ROIs) after coregistering with the PET image. All

PET scans were performed for 90 minutes following intravenous bolus

injection of approximately 305 to 410 MBq [11C]FLB457 using a high�

resolution PET�CT scanner, Siemens�Biograph HiRez XVI (Siemens

Molecular Imaging, Knoxville, TN, USA). Images were reconstructed

using a 2D filtered back projection algorithm with a ramp filter at

Nyquist cut�off frequency.

2.5 PET data analyses

Time�activity curves (TACs) were extracted for the dlPFC and mPFC

including both hemispheres (Figure S1) and cerebellar cortex using

our validated in�house imaging software ROMI.27 All ROIs were delin-

eated using a proton density�weighted image for each participant. A

quantitative estimate of binding was obtained from each TAC with

the Simplified Reference Tissue Model (SRTM) using the in�house

software fMOD. The SRTM uses a within�brain reference region

(cerebellar cortex in this case) instead of the arterial input function

and provides an estimate of the binding potential (BPND) of the radio-

tracer, which is proportional to the more fundamental parameters of

receptor number (Bmax) and affinity (Kd) (BPND ∝ Bmax/Kd). It is a vali-

dated method and commonly used with [11C]FLB457 (eg, Ito et al28,

Narendran et al29, Olsson et al30). Although few studies suggest small

specific binding of [11C]FLB457 in cerebellum,31,32 no change in cere-

bellar distribution volume was observed following challenges with

amphetamine and methylphenidate.29,33 Previous studies with [11C]

FLB457 have successfully used SRTM with cerebellum as a reference

region (eg, Ko et al34, Mizrahi et al35), and a recent study showed that

SRTM is a valid modelling approach to measure the percentage change

in BPND (∆BPND ¼ 1 − BPStressND =BPControlND ) with [11C]FLB457.36 Right and

left ROIs were pooled together to create a single TAC used to derive

the BPND. As quantifying [11C]FLB457 is challenging, in part due to

potential mass effects, a novel correction was applied in the current

study, described in detail elsewhere.20 The corrected change in BPND

was calculated as first described by Gallezot et al37:

∆BPcND ¼
∆BPND 1þ ̀

Stress=ED50

! "! "

þ ̀
Control

− ̀
Stress

! "

=ED50

! "

1þ ∆BPND ̀Stress=ED50ð Þ þ ̀Control − ̀Stressð Þ=ED50ð Þ

where ̀ is the ratio mass of radioligand injected to body weight and

ED50 the mass injected that would reduce BPControlND by 50%.

One CHR�CU participant moved his head significantly after 60

minutes of scan time during the stress scan, and these last 30�minute

scan time were impossible to correct for motion. Therefore, we

decided to only use the first 60 minutes of scan time data for analysis.

As the Simplified Reference Tissue Model 2 (SRTM2) allows a more

reliable calculation of [11C]FLB457 BPND for 60�minute scan time data

than the SRTM (see the Supporting Information for details on quanti-

fication with SRTM2 and Figures S2 and S3 for additional analyses),

the quantitative estimate of binding was obtained from both (stress

and control) TACs with SRTM2 instead of the SRTM for this

participant.
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2.6 Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22.0 (IBM,

Armonk, NY, USA).

Group differences in stress�induced dopamine release were

assessed using separate general linear models (GLMs) with ̀BPND

value per ROI (dlPFC or mPFC) as the dependent variable and group

(CHR, CHR�CU, and HV) as the independent variable. To control for

the effect of smoking, GLMs were rerun including smoking status as

independent variable. Group differences in salivary cortisol response

(̀AUCI) were assessed using a GLM with ̀AUCI value as the depen-

dent variable and group (CHR, CHR�CU, and HV) as the independent

variable. All analyses were two�tailed with the conventional α = .05.

If significantly different, post hoc ANOVAs followed, using Bonferroni

correction for multiple comparisons (three groups).

Changes in attenuated psychotic symptoms determined before and

after the stress task were assessed using paired t tests per group (CHR

and CHR�CU). Group differences in attenuated psychotic symptoms

following the stress task were assessed using Student's independent

t test.

Relationships between stress�induced dopamine release (̀BPND)

and salivary cortisol response (̀AUCI) or attenuated psychotic symp-

toms (abridged SOPS) were examined using separate GLMs with

̀BPND values per ROI (dlPFC or mPFC) as the dependent variable

and group (CHR, CHR�CU, and HV) as the independent variable while

controlling for ̀AUCI or for SOPS score, respectively, and including an

interaction term between group and ̀AUCI (for the associations with

cortisol only). The main analyses were followed by Pearson's linear

correlations.

Relationships between stress�induced dopamine release (̀BPND)

and cognition or cannabis use patterns were explored using GLMs or

Pearson's linear correlations (see the Supporting Information for

details). As these analyses were exploratory and carried out with lim-

ited power in this small sample, the results were not corrected for mul-

tiple comparisons and solely aimed to inform future studies.

We considered results to be significant at P ≤ .05 and at trend

levels at P ≤ .1.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Demographics and PET scan parameters

Our final analysis comprised 14 CHR, eight CHR�CU, and 11 HV (66

PET scans in total). Details of demographics, clinical and cannabis

use characteristics, and scan parameters are summarized in Table 1.

There were no significant differences between groups in sex, age,

smoking status, and any of the PET scan parameters (P > .05). The

CHR�CU group had a significantly higher baseline SOPS positive and

disorganized score than the CHR group (SOPS positive: t = 2.29,

.033; SOPS disorganized: t = 2.22, .039) and no difference in SOPS

negative and general score (P > .05).

Control and stress scans were performed on average 10.97 ±

11.89 days apart. All subjects performed the tasks during the scans

successfully.

3.2 Scan paradigm effects

As expected, SAQ revealed that all subjects felt less calm, satisfied,

relaxed, and pleasant but more tense, strained, upset, and confused

following the stress task than following the control task (Figure 1A;

all P < .0001), suggesting that the stress paradigm was effective. Total

SAQ scores (Figure 1B; positive items reversed scored) were signifi-

cantly elevated in all groups following the stress as compared with

the control task (effect of task: F (1,30) = 210.93, P < .0001,

Bonferroni�corrected P < .0001 for all groups). Furthermore, a signifi-

cant group difference between SAQ scores was observed (effect of

group: F (2,30) = 9.14, .0008; for post hoc results, see caption of

Figure 1) with no interaction between task and group ( F (2,30) =

1.42, .26).

All subjects performed significantly worse in the stress task

(number of errors: 34.67 ± 12.36 [HV], 36.30 ± 9.81 [CHR],

and 36.15 ± 7.82 [CHR�CU]) than in the control task (number of

errors: 4.55 ± 2.22 [HV], 5.20 ± 3.35 [CHR], and 5.44 ± 2.62

[CHR�CU]; effect of task: F (1,30) = 330.12, P < .0001), showing that

the stress task was able to adapt to the level of performance of each

person and to produce a tailored programmed failure within each

group.

3.3 Stress�induced dopamine response in PFC

BPND at control conditions was not different among groups in any

ROI (Figure S4; dlPFC: F (2,30) = 1.16, .33; mPFC: F (2,30) = 1.66,

.21). However, stress�induced dopamine release (̀BPND) was signifi-

cantly different among groups in mPFC (Figure 2; F (2,30) = 5.40,

.010) with CHR�CU participants exhibiting lower ̀BPND compared

with CHR participants (Bonferroni�corrected .008) but not compared

with HV (Bonferroni�corrected .29). There was no difference among

groups in the dlPFC (Figure 2; F (2,30) = 1.97, .16). The same was

true when removing the CHR�CU participant analysed with the

SRTM2 for mPFC ( F (2,29) = 4.15, .026; CHR vs CHR�CU:

Bonferroni�corrected .026; HV vs CHR�CU: Bonferroni�corrected

.57) and dlPFC ( F (2,29) = 1.96, .16). Results remained similar when

including smoking status as independent variable for mPFC (effect

of group: F (2,29) = 5.20, .012; CHR vs CHR�CU: Bonferroni�

corrected .010; HV vs CHR�CU: Bonferroni�corrected .35; effect of

smoking status: F (1,29) = 0.001, .97) and dlPFC (effect of group:

F (2,29) = 1.69, .20; effect of smoking status: F (1,29) = 0.20, .66).

̀BPND was also significantly lower in the CHR�CU group compared

with CHR in mPFC when using the conventional calculation36

(without applying any correction for injected mass [11C]FLB457 as

per Gallezot37 (data not shown).
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TABLE 1 Participants' demographics, clinical characteristics, cannabis use characteristics, and radioligand injection parameters in a positron

emission tomography (PET) study of dopamine release in healthy volunteers (HV), clinical high risk (CHR), and CHR with concurrent cannabis use

(CHR�CU)

HV N = 11 CHR N = 14 CHR�CU N = 8b Comparisons

Demographics

Gender (male/female) 6/5 6/8 7/1 χ
2 = 4.91, .086

Age, y (SD) 24.91 (5.54) 22.07 (3.38) 22.13 (2.80) F (2,30) = 1.71, .20

Smokers/nonsmokers 1/10 4/10 3/5 χ
2 = 2.28, .32

Clinical characteristics

SOPS positive symptoms (SD) � 10.71 (3.45) 13.88 (2.36)a t = −2.29, df = 20, .033

SOPS negative symptoms (SD) � 9.43 (6.22) 11.00 (4.72) t = −0.62, df = 20, .54

SOPS disorganized symptoms (SD) � 3.86 (1.75) 6.38 (3.62)a t = −2.22, df = 20, .039

SOPS general symptoms (SD) � 6.71 (3.67) 6.25 (4.46) t = −0.26, df = 20, .79

Cannabis characteristics

Age first cannabis use (SD) N/A N/A 15.88 (2.15) �

Age first regular cannabis use (SD) N/A N/A 16.56 (2.23) �

Months of cannabis use (SD) N/A N/A 66.44 (53.65) �

Cumulative cannabis use occasions (SD) 0.60 (1.58)c 28.00 (75.23)c 4689.63 (5507.17) �

PET parameters ([11C]FLB457)

Amount injected, MBq (SD)

Control task 364.38 (30.01) 366.91 (21.51) 370.46 (32.70) F (2,30) = 0.11, .89

Stress task 380.53 (20.23) 372.06 (21.32) 362.37 (25.52) F (2,30) = 1.58, .22

Specific activity, GBq/̀mol (SD)

Control task 128.94 (44.95) 148.41 (73.16) 124.18 (42.62) F (2,30) = 0.56, .58

Stress task 148.32 (63.60) 120.79 (60.78) 125.41 (33.95) F (2,30) = 0.78, .47

Mass injected, ̀g (SD)

Control task 1.14 (0.30) 1.11 (0.47) 1.22 (0.41) F (2,30) = 0.20, .82

Stress task 1.15 (0.56) 1.42 (0.65) 1.14 (0.29) F (2,30) = 1.03, .37

aSignificantly different from CHR (P ≤ .05), not corrected for number of SOPS subscales.

bDrug screen results for one participant were only available at baseline (but not at PET scan days), another participant was cannabis positive at baseline and

control PET scan day but not at the stress scan day but was positive for alcohol, and a third participant was positive for benzodiazepines at the control PET

scan day (in addition to cannabis).

cThree HV (one to five times lifetime) and five CHR (12�284 times lifetime) reported cannabis use history but history details were missing for one of the

three HV.

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; SOPS, Scale of Psychosis�risk Symptoms.

FIGURE 1 Subjective stress response following the control and stress task in healthy volunteers (HV), clinical high risk (CHR), and CHR with

concurrent cannabis use (CHR�CU). Stress response was assessed with the state anxiety questionnaire in A, individual categories for all

subjects and B, as total scores per group. *P ≤ .05 (post hoc, after Bonferroni correction)
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3.4 Salivary cortisol response to stress

Salivary cortisol response (̀AUCI) was significantly different among

groups (Figure 3A; F (2,29) = 5.08, .013) with the CHR�CU participants

exhibiting lower̀AUCI as comparedwithCHRparticipants (Bonferroni�

corrected .018) but not compared with HV (Bonferroni�corrected 1.0).

The CHR group had a slightly increased ̀AUCI as compared with HV

(Bonferroni�corrected .087). Furthermore, we observed an overall pos-

itive relationship betweeǹAUCI and̀BPND in mPFC (Figure 3B; omni-

bus test: F (5,26) = 6.39, .00054; effect of ̀AUCI on ̀BPND: F (1,26) =

6.29, .019) and dlPFC (Figure 3C; omnibus test: F (5,26) = 5.65, .0012;

effect of ̀AUCI on ̀BPND: F (1,26) = 11.45, .0023), suggesting a direct

relationship between dopamine release and salivary cortisol response

due to the stress task. There were no interactions between group and

̀AUCI neither in mPFC ( F (2,26) = 2.18; .13) nor dlPFC ( F (2,26) =

1.10; .35), suggesting no group differences in the relationship between

dopamine release and salivary cortisol response due to the stress task.

3.5 Stress�induced change in attenuated psychotic

symptoms

CHR�CU individuals showed an increase in attenuated psychotic

symptoms following the stress task (poststress) as compared with their

score before the stress task (prestress) (Figure 4A; t = 4.58, df = 7,

.0025). No such difference was observed in CHR individuals (t =

1.48, df = 12, .17). Additionally, CHR�CU individuals had higher atten-

uated psychotic symptoms following the stress task (poststress) as

compared with CHR individuals (t = 2.68, df = 19, .015).

Furthermore, attenuated psychotic symptoms following the stress

task (poststress) were negatively associated with ̀BPND in mPFC

(Figure 4B; omnibus test: F (2,18) = 9.35, .0016; effect of abridged

SOPS on ̀BPND: F (1,18) = 4.44, .049) and dlPFC (Figure 4C; omnibus

test: F (2,18) = 4.65, .023; effect of abridged SOPS on ̀BPND: F (1,18)

= 8.43, .0095) across CHR and CHR�CU, suggesting that participants

with more severe attenuated psychotic symptoms had lower PFC

dopamine release in response to the stress task.

3.6 Exploratory associations with cognitive

assessments

̀BPND in dlPFC was solely associated with scores of the immediate

memory subscale of the RBANS, exclusively in CHR�CU individuals

(r = .83, .010) (see the Supporting Information for further information).

This might suggest that CHR�CU individuals with lower immediate

memory scores have lower stress�induced dopamine release in dlPFC,

which needs to be replicated in future studies.

3.7 Exploratory associations with cannabis use

characteristics

Given previous literature suggesting an inverse relationship with

striatal dopamine release and frequency of cannabis use (days/

month),10 we explored the relationship between stress�induced corti-

cal dopamine release and cannabis use characteristics. Characteristics

FIGURE 2 Difference in [11C]FLB457 binding potential (̀BPND) in

response to the stress task in healthy volunteers (HV; N = 11),

clinical high risk (CHR; N = 14), and CHR with concurrent cannabis use

(CHR�CU; N = 8). Lines represent mean ± SD. ANOVA revealed a

significant group effect in medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC; F(2,30) =

5.40, .010) but not dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC; P > .05). *P ≤

.05 (post hoc, after Bonferroni correction)

FIGURE 3 Salivary cortisol response (̀AUCI) in response to the stress task in healthy volunteers (HV; N = 11), clinical high risk (CHR; N = 13),

and CHR with concurrent cannabis use (CHR�CU; N = 8). A, The graph represents the difference in ̀AUCI between control and stress task. Lines

represent mean ± SD. ANOVA revealed a significant group effect (F(2,29) = 5.08, .013). *P ≤ .05, #P ≤ .10 (post hoc, after Bonferroni correction).

(B and C) The line represents the best linear model fit of the associations between ̀AUCI and [11C]FLB457 ̀BPND in B, medial prefrontal cortex

(mPFC; r = .65, P < .0001) or C, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC; r = .64, P < .0001) in the total sample including HV (open circles), CHR (light

grey circles), and CHR�CU (dark grey circles). Cortisol data from one CHR participant were not available for analysis. AUCI, area under the curve;

BPND, binding potential
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of cannabis use history, such as length and age of first regular use,

were inversely and positively associated with ̀BPND in mPFC, respec-

tively, when controlling for current cannabis use. For statistics and

details, see the Supporting Information.

Similar direction of results was obtained when we rerun all analy-

ses including the HV (age 38), who was originally excluded from the

group of HV in this paper to better age�match the CHR groups.

4 DISCUSSION

Here, we present, for the first time, results on cortical dopamine

release in CHR who regularly use cannabis as compared with CHR

non�users and HV. Our results show a decreased stress�induced dopa-

mine release in the mPFC in CHR�CU participants as compared with

CHR. These results are in line with previous studies reporting a

decreased stress�induced dopamine release in whole striatum and its

subdivisions (including associative striatum, limbic striatum, and senso-

rimotor striatum) and in substantia nigra in CHR�CU individuals as

compared with CHR.14,38 Similarly, individuals with a severe cannabis

dependence presented blunted dopamine release in the same striatal

regions upon amphetamine challenge as compared with non�users

after a standardized abstinence of 5 days10 and healthy cannabis

abusers showed blunted dopamine response in striatal regions upon

methylphenidate challenge as compared with non�users11 (but see

also Mizrahi et al12; Urban et al13).

There are a handful of studies investigating PFC dopamine func-

tion in regular cannabis users. For example, a study measuring glucose

metabolism reported a lack in whole�brain glucose metabolism

increase in female cannabis abusers upon methylphenidate challenge

as compared with healthy female volunteers who showed an overall

increase.39 In drug users/abusers other than cannabis (including

amphetamine, cocaine, methamphetamine, phencyclidine and alcohol),

only one study measured PFC dopamine release in recently abstinent

individuals with alcohol dependence using an amphetamine challenge.

Similar to what we observed in the present study, Narendran et al40

showed significantly reduced dopamine release in mPFC (and other

cortical regions) in alcohol�dependent subjects as compared with HV.

We also observed a decreased stress�induced dopamine release in

mPFC but not dlPFC. The difference in dopamine release between

PFC regions might have been driven by the stress paradigm, as the

mPFC is involved in stress regulation while the dlPFC is more involved

in the regulation of cognitive function.15

Interestingly, in addition to the decreased mPFC dopamine release,

the CHR�CU group exhibited reduced cortisol response as compared

with non�using CHR participants, with an overall positive relationship

between cortisol response and PFC (mPFC and dlPFC) dopamine

release following stress. Such a disrupted stress response has been

previously reported for healthy chronic cannabis users showing a

blunted salivary cortisol stress reactivity to the Maastricht Acute

StressTest.41 The lower dopamine release in mPFC in regular cannabis

users might partially explain deficits in emotional processing16 as the

mPFC is strongly connected to subcortical regions that are key for

emotional responses such as amygdala, hypothalamus, and hippocam-

pus.15 In line with this, studies have reported a decrease in the blood

oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal response in frontal cortex,

cingulate, and amygdala during negative emotional stimuli presenta-

tion in heavy and regular cannabis users.42,43 In our earlier study, we

did not observe any significant difference in stress�induced cortisol

response between CHR and CHR�CU participants, although CHR�CU

participants had a numerically lower mean cortisol response than

CHR participants. Interestingly, striatal dopamine release and cortisol

response following the stress task were only associated with one

another in CHR but not in the CHR�CU group.14

Furthermore, the poststress attenuated psychotic symptoms were

higher in CHR�CU as compared with CHR individuals and negatively

associated with dopamine release in both PFC regions. This suggests

that those subjects with lower dopamine release had higher stress�

induced positive symptoms. This is in line with our recent findings that

CHR individuals with higher distress and anxiety had lower PFC dopa-

mine release20 and consistent with the suggestions that stress may

precipitate psychosis in vulnerable individuals.44,45

FIGURE 4 Attenuated psychotic symptoms in response to the stress task in clinical high risk (CHR; N = 13) and CHR with concurrent cannabis

use (CHR�CU; N = 8). A, The graph represents scores of the abridged Scale of Psychosis�risk Symptoms (SOPS) before and after the stress task.

Lines represent mean ± SD. *P ≤ .05. (B and C) The line represents the best linear model fit of the associations between the score of the abridged

SOPS after the stress task (poststress) and [11C]FLB457 ̀BPND in B, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC; r = −.62; .0026) or C, dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex (dlPFC; r = −.57; .0073) in the total high�risk sample including CHR (light grey triangles) and CHR�CU (dark grey triangles). Abridged SOPS

score for one CHR participant was not available. BPND, binding potential
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The present results are especially important given the globally

changing legal landscape for cannabis (reviewed by Hasin 46). Chronic

cannabis use has an especially deleterious effectwhen heavily used dur-

ing adolescence, a key period for brain development and peak period of

cannabis use. Especially in peoplewith schizotypal personality traits and

genetic vulnerability, an increased sensitivity to the acute

psychotogenic effects of cannabis has been reported, and this has been

shown to be a predictor of subsequent psychotic disorders (recently

reviewed by Bloomfield et al47). Although discussions are ongoing

regarding the risk of cannabis to induce psychosis in the general popu-

lation, the available evidence strongly suggests an increased risk in sus-

ceptible individuals4 and in early heavy users.48 Therefore, more public

and professional education about the risks of cannabis use and psycho-

sis risk in susceptible individuals is of urgent necessity (discussed by

Hasin 46) and underscores the importance of the present findings.

4.1 Limitations

There are limitations inherent to neurochemical PET studies. First, the

resolution of the PET scanner does not allow differentiation of histo-

logical subdivisions of mPFC and dlPFC (ie, ventromedial and

dorsomedial PFC) and nearby structures. Second, the mass of [11C]

FLB457 may not be at tracer dose.32 Therefore, we used a novel cor-

rection to account for this issue,20 first described by Dr Carlson and

colleagues.37 When using the conventional calculation for ̀BPND

(without applying this novel correction) with and without controlling

for delta mass (stress�control conditions), results are similar. Third,

the specific binding of [11C]FLB457 in cerebellum may not be negligi-

ble, although its use as reference tissue in challenge�based experi-

ments has been validated.36 We compared the cerebellar tracer

uptake between both scans and showed nearly complete overlap

(Figure S5). Fourth, since our control condition may be expected to

recruit dopamine activity,49 it does not permit estimation of a true

baseline D2/3 receptor availability but serves as an excellent control

for the cognitive aspect of the stress protocol. Fifth, our sample size

of the CHR�CU group might seem small; however, an a priori sample

size calculation using data on stress�induced striatal dopamine release

in CHR and CHR�CU published before14 demonstrated that seven par-

ticipants per group would be needed to detect group effects (averaged

effect size [Cohen's d] over all reported striatal region was 1.51; two�

tailed t test at α = .05 and 80% power). Similarly, a sample size calcu-

lation using the data on mPFC from the present study demonstrated

that also seven participants per group would have been needed to

detect group effects between CHR and CHR�CU groups (effect size

[Cohen's d] for mPFC was 1.68; two�tailed t test at α = .05 and 80%

power). Hence, it might be concluded that the used sample size of

14 CHR and eight CHR�CU participants was enough to see an effect

between those groups in mPFC. Sixth, although our sample size pro-

vides sufficient power to detect a group effect in stress�induced dopa-

mine release (n = 33) and its associations with both salivary cortisol

response (n = 33) and poststress positive symptoms (n = 22), the num-

ber of participants within each diagnostic group is small. Therefore,

our exploratory associations between dopamine release and cognitive

scores or cannabis use pattern are underpowered. These exploratory

results (detailed in the Supporting Information) are only aimed to

inform future studies. This, however, does not change our general

conclusion. Seventh, a short abstinence (minimum of 12 hours in the

current study) may have a potential direct effect of cannabis on our

outcome measure. However, this is rather unlikely as studies measur-

ing the effect of acute THC administration on dopamine transmission

reported rather an increase (not a decrease) compared with non�

users.50 Eighth, it might be possible that a state of relative withdrawal

may have contributed to the reduced dopaminergic response in the

CHR�CU group as participants were asked to stay abstinent from can-

nabis for 12 hours before scanning. Ninth, except for cumulative can-

nabis use occasions, no standardized information on cannabis use

history/characteristics was available for HV and CHR participants.

Although a history of cannabis use might impact dopamine

release,10,11,14 the number of lifetime cannabis use occasions in HV

and CHR in our study was extremely low as compared with CHR�CU

participants (Table 1). Therefore, it is rather unlikely that the brief his-

tory of cannabis use in HV and CHR groups had any effect on the

main outcome. Overall, while we acknowledge the limitations of both

task and radioligand, these would not have been possible to overcome

as (a) the stress task we used is the only validated one in PET imaging

studies and (b) arterial sampling was impossible as all participants were

doing the task with their hands while lying in the scanner. Thus, to

date, there is no better methodology available to examine PFC dopa-

mine response to a stress challenge in human.

4.2 Conclusions and implication

This study provides the first evidence of a blunted response to stress

in PFC dopamine signalling in CHR�CU individuals, together with a

reduced cortisol response. Cannabis use is increasingly perceived as

relatively harmless and the prevalence of cannabis use disorder in

youth is increasing (recently reviewed by Hasin46). Given the global

trend to legalize cannabis (eg, in Canada as of October 2018) and

the growing evidence of the increased risks for psychosis in vulnerable

youth, this study is important as it highlights the effects of regular can-

nabis use on cortical dopamine function in youth at elevated risk for

developing psychosis.
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